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Fairchild PT-19 Military Trainer

December 15 2012
The nose block shown below was made last September, which is discussed in Report No. 32. The nose block’s
convex shape would be easy to cover with silk, however, tissue is another matter altogether. So I decided to
consult with a couple of tissue experts on to cover this nose block.

David Moody

Covering with tissue takes a little more finesse than most over coverings, but you can do it. Just put lots of dope on the nose plug and sand
it smooth. Wet the nose plug center section with thinner, (an area about the size of a Lima bean) lay your water-wet tissue, grain verticle,
and rub it down till it sticks in just that spot. Don't let it dry out. Slowly pull it down, stretching it mm by mm, keep it wet AND keep applying
thinner as you go over the crown of the piece. Hold the center with one hand, thumb firmly on the center, and work your way around in a
circular motion. As you proceed, you can allow the formed area to start drying. Take your time, work slow. You may rip a piece or two off till
you get the hang of it. You can always stop and let the whole thing dry, but you'll need to restart with thinner and water. Sometimes you
may want to stick the center piece and let it dry fully before proceeding, if it's too hard to fiddle with. And sometimes you'll need to apply
more dope on the block while it's wet with water. Just be prepared with water, thinner, and dope. Some guys fully dope the tissue, before
applying. This works, makes it slippery, but is another fast way if your good with your dexterity. It's all a matter of what you’re comfortable
with. Plus it can get messy sticky real fast. I wouldn't recommend this. It's a little messy, but the end result is worth it. Don't try this with
alcohol, it dries too fast. After what I've seen, you'll have no problem mastering this too. Just play with it and you'll get the hang of it. I like to
curl the tissue around the edges of the block just for looks. Practice on a wooden ball or something to get the hang of it, if you want to.

Duke Horn
Tissue over the noseblock is marginal at best with every overlap showing and no way to keep puckering at bay except to cut dressmaker
"darts" on every edge of overlapping. Its just not a good solution, Tandy. In the past I have had better luck with simulating the tissue "look"
by dying my clear dope with analine dye to just the right density so that after about 10coats you get to where there's just enough build up to
where it matches the tissue in color and transparency. Trouble is, I don't know where to get it anymore. Oh!, I remember what I've used that
also works very well: Universal tints. They sell a blue thats just about the right shade. Paint stores sell it and it is compatible with dope. I
get mine at Texas Paint & Wallpaper. But I'm sure Sherwin Williams or any of the other paint stores sell it also. Just ask for their universal
tints. Whenever possible if I don't want to execute the translucent look, I merely go opaque with a color for a contrasting documented
scheme.
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Well, I definitely did not want to get into trying to match paint color to the blue tissue so I decided to
attempt David’s tissue covering approach. After three unsuccessful attempts, I gave up on that. Next I tried
Duke’s covering approach using the dressmaker "darts" to remove the excess tissue that was causing the
puckers. Duke was right, this was not a good solution because all of the dark blue darts did not look good.

Yesterday I got the idea of using four pieces of tissue to cover the nose block. First I covered wide band
around half of the nose block’s base and as far up as I could without puckers, which worked out pretty well. I
followed up with a second band on the other side. Next I covered half of the nose block’s remaining top as
shown below. This was a little more difficult, but I used a heating iron to shrink out some of the little
creases in the tissue before I trimmed off the excess.

The picture below shows the blue tissue covered nose block on the fuselage. I tried my best to keep the
seam overlaps as thin as I possibly could, but they still show as do the all other seams on the fuselage.

Later I plan to simulate the three opening on the front of the nose block shown below with black paint, which
may make the seams less noticeable, however they are what they are. :O< …………………………Tandy
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Tandy C. Walker
3602 Lynnwood Drive
Arlington, TX 76013-1120 USA
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